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“A Glorious Task” is a magnificent book!
by Rusty Cook
Arabian, and Hispano) in racing and in the show ring; the
Spanish Civil War and the Death of the 15th Duke; and
the subsequent Dukes and their families. The last
chapter details the involvement of Cristina Valdes Colon
de Carvajal in breeding the descendants of the XV
Duke’s Arabian horses for over three decades.

15th Duke of Veragua with the mare Cadiz
(Ursus x Euterpe by Korosko; 13 foals)

This magnificent book contains over 300 photographs,
only a handful of which have ever been published before,
with more than 20 pages in full color. The book is 269
pages long, with 229 pages of text and photos, and 40
pages of bibliography and appendices. The latter include
complete lists of the horses owned by the XV Duke, and
all the stallions used by him in producing his foals.
There are lists of mares acquired from England, France,
Argentina, and from other breeders in Spain, and
individual production records of the mares. These are a
rich source of information on some of the most
influential Arabian horses in Spain.

It is with great pleasure that we announce the
publication of the latest book by Andrew K. Steen,
written in collaboration with Cristina Valdes, great niece
of Cristobal Colon y Aguilera, the Arabian Horse Duke.
A Glorious Task, the story of the eighteen Dukes of
The first shipment of these books to the Spanish
Veragua and their horses, is just off the press in Spain. Arabian Horse Society sold out in less than a week, but a
second shipment has arrived from Spain. ALL are
autographed by the author. Don't miss out; order your
This is the story of a great family of Spain and its
copy now through La Tienda on the SAHS website,
passion, through many generations, for horses in general,
www.SpanishArabianHorseSociety.org.
and for Arabian horses in particular. Details of the lives
of the first 13 Dukes are somewhat brief, but beginning
with the 14th Duke, there is a rich tale of bravery in the
bull ring; success of the Veragua horses (Arabian, Anglo-
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Well, I think spring is finally here, at least in Texas;
the days are averaging in the high 70’s and the evenings
a nice 50 degrees. It’s great weather to watch the new
foals playing in the pastures or to begin cleaning off
that show gear for the upcoming season.
As you know, 2006 was a super year for SAHS, and I
have high expectation for 2007. We have started the
year off with some great advertisement efforts in both
The Arabian Horse Times (Jan issue) and AHA
Magazine (Jan/Feb issue). Also, if you have not seen
the March Times, SAHS has a 1 page advertisement
along with some fellow Spanish enthusiasts and SAHS
members.
The club held its annual stallion auction which concluded
in March—a special Thanks for Kathy Kuehl and Kristin
Herder for making is such a success. A SPECIAL
thanks goes out to all the stallion owners who donated
to this year’s auction. Without your continued support
this effort could not be possible. The stallion auction
is our “main” source of generating funds for the
organization to support the club activities for the year
- from advertising to philanthropy efforts.
To make things easier, I have broken the report by
category and provided a brief synopsis of the current
happenings in each area.

937.864.2588 (Farm/Fax)

Que Pasa (Lisa Leonard/Jim Porcher):

937.543.9361 (Kristin's cell)
MKHerderArabians@gvtc.com
Kathy Keuhl

Membership

530-823-6459
kjkuehl@sbcglobal.net

Lisa Leonard

Newsletter

530-796-2396 (ranch)
650-642-1690 (cell)
admin@winddancerranch.us

MEMBERSHIP / HACERLE SOCIO to SAHS is available online with

Printing issues from the October 2006 issue of the
Que Pasa seem to be resolved and we were pleased with
the quality of both ads and photos in the January issue.
The newsletter is an excellent way to communicate
within our community and we welcome all current
information regarding the Spanish Arabian bloodline
group. Please send your news items and ideas or
suggestions for articles to Lisa or Jim. If anyone
reading this report would like to add some of their
friends or clients simply send the names and addresses
to jsporch@comast.net and we will make sure they are
put on the mailing list.

easy Online payments by PayPal. Visit our website at
www.SpanishArabianHorseSociety.org and click on Links / Enlaces.

Continued on page 4
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Advertising: (Matt Herder) I was hoping to be able to
provide a calendar for the 2007 advertising campaign in
this QP. I am in the process of expanding our
advertising committee and establishing some campaign
partners, so 2007 looks like it will be full of options for
our members to participate in.
Stallion Auction (Kathy Kuehl/Kristin Herder): Bids
account for $8,475. We have collected $5,522.20 as
of 20 Mar 07. Although we did have some technical
difficulties (some potential bidders could not get
registered in the last hours of the auction, some had
accounts but said they were not able to bid), the online
bidding was much better than the FAX-in bidding of
the past. We had a couple lessons learned during this
auction and the committee will work to resolve those
issues for next year. Please let me know if you have
recommendations/ideas for improvement for next
year’s auction and it is not too early to donate your
stallion for the 2008 auction.
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For current SAHS information, please check our
websites at: www.SpanishArabianHorseSociety.org or
www.SpanishArabianHorseSociety.com to get updates
on events and current activities. Member contact
information (e-mail and website) is located here.
Again, thank you for joining, and continuing to support
this great organization. There are many wonderful
people associated with SAHS and we look forward to
getting each and every one of you involved. We all have
the same goal- “The Promotion of the Spanish Arabian”
and as a voice in the marketplace, we can do great
things.

Matt Herder
President, Spanish Arabian Horse Society

Membership (Kathy Kuehl): For those who have not
already renewed your membership, please log on at
www.arabianhorses.org or you can send me your
membership renewal.
Treasurer’s report (Paula O’Keefe):
Account Activity – Independent Bank, Collinsville, Texas
The status of our account from 1-19-07 through
03/20/07:
Ledger Balance
Deposited-not on the books
Outstanding check & Paypal chrgs.
Account Balance:

$10, 037.22
4,520.00
- 689.08
$ 13,868.14

Outstanding checks:
AHA for AHM display ad Feb/Mar-

$635.00

PayPal charges for funds received-

54.08

Respectively submitted by:
Paula J. O’Keefe
Treasurer

*Ras-El-Ayn AHR 1216, SSB Volume 24 Page 314, 1933 grey stallion
by Axdir x *Meca, Bred by Marquis de Domecq, Jerez, Spain,
Imported in 1934 by James E. Draper, Classical Spanish, Early
American Foundation, CMK
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*Val Pacha Named USEF Region 5
Horse of the Year Winner

April 2007

SAHS General Membership meetings
open to all SAHS members!
To better serve our membership – and for the
membership to better serve SAHS – the Board of
Directors invites all members to take part in the
club’s monthly meetings.
Input from members is very important to the
future growth of our club. The Officers and
Directors would like to hear from YOU. Club
Meetings also provide an opportunity to understand
first hand how SAHS is organized and run. Club
Meetings are the 3rd Wednesday of each month at
7:00 p.m. Central Standard Time.

*Val Pacha receives his Region 8 Reserve Championship at Estes Park,
Colorado. From left to right, Christian Questad, Schanen Yates Unser
(owner), and Arianna Wenzler (rider). *Val Pacha is a seven year old
Classical Spanish stallion and was imported by Unser Spanish Arabians.

The young Spanish import *Val Pacha (Nabat x Val
Bandera) has been named 2006 USEF Region 5 Champion
Arabian in the Hunter/Jumper division. Imported in
2002 and owned by Schanen Yates Unser, “VP” was bred
by the Valjuanete Stud. He was a halter Champion in
Spain prior to importation, and is also a halter winner in
the US. Now 7 years old, he is AHA Region 8 Res.
Champion in Working Hunter and Hunter Under Saddle.
His strong showing in 2006 earned him the USEF title.

VP’s tail male line is Seanderich through Tabal. His tail
female is Kebrebassa. He has only a few foals on the
ground, but all are exceeding expectations. With his
performance career well under way and his breeding
career just getting started, this is a young stallion to
watch.

Meetings are held online via Skype, a very cool free
messenger/telephony service. If you would like to
attend, you will need to download Skype at
www.skype.com/download/ and create a username
and password. Send your username to Schanen at
unserarabians@prodigy.net , and please sign your
email with your full name so that she can record the
roll call properly during the meeting. You will be
added to the list of members to be included in the
meeting and Schanen will then email you the Agenda
and our procedure and conduct rules based on
Robert’s Rules of Order.
After you have received her email, you just need to
be online and signed in to Skype on meeting nights
at 7:00 pm CST . . . See you there!!
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Stallion Auction Report
The third annual SAHS stallion auction kicked off on 1
Feb 07 and ended at 6pm CST on 1 Mar 07. Breedings
that did not sell during the auction may be available on
a first come, first served basis at the starting bid
price ONLY until 1 Jun 07. Please see the SAHS
website at http://www.spanisharabianhorsesociety.org
for more information on availability of each stallion.
Although we did have some technical difficulties (some
potential bidders could not get registered in the last
hours of the auction, some had accounts but said they
were not able to bid), the online bidding was much
better than the FAX-in bidding of the past.
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regular auction will be posted “available” for a specified
amount of time on the SAHS website – winning bids will
be first person to pay minimum bid.

Thank you to every one who supported SAHS and the
SAHS Stallion Service Auction. Without your support,
SAHS would not be able to operate. A Special thank
you to Kathy Kuehl for her tireless efforts in talking to
each of the stallion owners and to Rusty for all her
support on the SAHS website and advice.

Kristin Herder
SAHS Stallion Auction Chair

We have a couple lessons learned from this auction:

1.Make sure you only have one stallion per contract. No
“winning bid gets choice of stallion.” The stallion owner
needs to specify which stallion they would like to
donate and SAHS will advertise that stallion.

2.Encourage bidders to register early and to ensure
their account works. Technical support in the last half
hour of the auction cannot be guaranteed.
3.Consider ending the auction during ArabHorse Tech
support hours.
4.Consolidate and minimize website duplication between
Rusty and ArabHorse (learning curve).

5.Look for ways to better enforce bids.
6.Time hack fix (time changed to 3 Mar in last days –
ensure time change does not happen again)
7.Consider ending auction two weeks after Scottsdale
to ensure those attending have ample time to return
home and bid

8.Now that ArabHorse online bidding has been
established, work with Catherine McKenna or David
Cains in the future as Scott is often out of country
9.Add to the stallion contract (between SAHS and
stallion owner) that any stallion not sold during the

EXODUS I +//, a Classical Spanish stallion owned by the Stanley
Ranch and ridden by Lisa Stapleton was Highest Score Amateur
Dressage horse (Arabians and Half-Arabians, one hundred fifty total
rides), and Reserve High Score Dressage horse overall at the 2007
Scottsdale Arabian Horse Show.
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Winning

%
Spanish

2007
Fee

Adoradio

100%

$1,000

Available

Available

Brano de Oro

100%

$750

Available

Available

Cimero

100%

$1,500

Abdalla Qaryouti

$600

no

Available

Congo Rojo

100%

$750

Abdalla Qaryouti

$300

no

Available

Exodus I +//

100%

$2,500

Colleen Lochausen

$1,000

yes

$970.70

SOLD!

100%

$1,500

Sharon
Whitaker

$600

half

$300.00

SOLD!

Kar Hakam (Austria)

100%

$1,150
US/1,000
Euros

Available

Available

Ochavo

100%

$1,200

Available

Available

*Sasaki

100%

$1,500

Connie Rogers

$1,275

yes

Sidsational AA

100%

$1,000

George Leeger

$400

no

Siempre Ciato

100%

$1,000

Karin Vaughn

$400

yes

$200.00

SOLD!

*S S Orion

100%

$2,500

Connie Rogers

$1,000

yes

$1,000.00

SOLD!

SZED Mago

100%

$750

Kari Reilly

$300

yes

$300.00

SOLD!

*Val Pacha

100%

$1,500

Deanna Hersey

$800

yes

$776.50

SOLD!

Cedarbrook
Arabians LLC

$1,200

yes

$1,200.00

SOLD!

Stallion Name

*Granizar

Bidder

Winning
bid

April 2007

Paid?

Amount
received

$1,275.00

Post Auction Status

SOLD!
withdrawn

CA Hermoso

75%

$3.00

Kanalisto

75%

$1,000

Sidan de Ville

50%

$1,500

Abdalla Qaryouti

$600

no

Available

Viento de Washoe

50%

$750

George Leeger

$300

np

Available

Me Amigo

25%

$1,500

Available

Available
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*ESPERANTO
1983-2006
(MARMOL by TABAL X CANTINERA II by MALVITO)
1983 Bay Stallion #32008
Star, strip, snip, left front pastern, right hind pastern,
lip tattoo (Spain) SS J 13
Clover S brand left hip
Only son of CANTINERA II outside Spain
Maternal brother to YM Stallions UVAL, SABLE, PALMA
REAL
Imported to the United States in August 1984
High Score Halter Stallion of Wisconsin 1989
Frozen semen 1997
Deceased New Year’s Eve 2006
To date, sire of 31, and, through 2006, grandsire of 84

*Esparanto and Dave Stanley: two grampa's out for a ride, 2006.

By Molly Stanley
Time and good luck had much to do with *ESPERANTO’s
development as an important stallion.

the spring of her 23rd year, don Nicasio informed us
that CANTINERA II should be ready soon.

This was great news! We then moved on to choosing her
mate. It was a weighty decision, as it may be possible to
produce only a single foal. We were due to select a YM
stallion to come to Cordoba in the following year, and
obviously the choice would have to be the one best for
both CANTINERA II and the other mares. WAHO
Pedigree Authority and Spanish Arabian expert Pezi
CANTINERA II was then transported to the breeding
farm that we had maintained for 18 years near Cordoba, Gadzer met with us during a tour of the YM stallion
barns in Jerez, and suggested MARMOL – a powerfully
Spain, and she was put in the care of veterinarian don
Nicasio Garcia Nieto. He agreed to oversee the breeding built liver chestnut stallion who stood 16 hands unshod.
of our herd of Spanish Arabians, and had already had
Again, luck stepped in. The Marquesa de Laula had used
achieved a very high rate of production in his own herd
MARMOL with her herd, but now was ready to cover his
of cattle.
daughters with another stallion – making MARMOL
available to CANTINERA II. MARMOL, a son of TABAL
CANTINERA II was then 20 years old. Her sons and
and out of the MAQUILLO daughter JABEGA II, was a
daughters had become some of the principal breeding
military horse – and therefore, a sport horse.
animals at the Yeguada Militar. However, she had the
Dave and I – certified as Recognized Breeders in Spain
and members of the Association Espanola de Cria
Caballos Arabes – were very lucky to buy the mare
CANTINERA II (MALVITO X URAL by MAQUILLO) at
a YM auction in 1980.

breeding complications that can come with age and use.

In due course, the mating was made, and don Nicasio
Don Nicasio, who spoke no English, was able to translate sent word to us that MARMOL had settled CANTINERA
II, and that she was due the following April.
the salient facts in treating broodmares from his
English vet books – due to the common language of
As CANTINERA’s due date approached, we put
science. CANTINERA II became his quest, and he
everything else aside and booked tickets to Spain. We
followed her through 2½ years of treatments. Early in
Continued on page 16
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have since become our principal show and brood mares.
were lucky (again) to be there on the April morning that
CANTINERA II delivered a big bay colt. A beaming don Hindsight is 20/20. Now it is well known that you simply
Nicasio was there and told us, “You have a son. His name breed clear mares (witness VERSACE), but at that time
should be Esperanto, for he is truly the International
the big question was what to do for a good stallion who
Language.”
wouldn’t be happy with us if he did not assume his
breeding duties along with the other stallions.
At 18 months old, *ESPERANTO was shipped to the
USA in 1984.
We called on long time friends Steve and Toni Werk,
(Details of his importation can be seen on “Importation
Notes,” www.stanleyranch.com).
In 1986, *ESPERANTO’s first foal crop arrived from
our mares. They included ALPHA DIEGO, sire of four;
SR RICO, sire of 26; OCHAVO, sire of 13; and
SPANISH DREAM I, dam of three. Those offspring
were all sold in utero at our Spanish sale that year.
*ESPERANTO was then sent on lease to Ken and Liz
Bevry of Rustling Oaks Arabians of Wisconsin. During
his stay with the Bevrys, *ESPERANTO sired
BANDEAU, dam of seven – including SATAN RIBBON,
MI CABALLERO and LADY MAYBELLINE. He also sired
LA ARMONIA, dam of three; daughter and family show
mare supreme ESPOLETA; and son EL ESPIRIT, sire of
six.

who agreed to take *ESPERANTO to their farm in Las
Vegas to produce a few Anglo-Arabs for Sport Horse
and Jumping classes. Steve and Toni also worked cattle
with *ESPERANTO, and their friend and student, Kelly,
rode and showed him.
In 2004 *ESPERANTO came back to us in Nevada to live
out his years. Dave and I enjoyed riding *ESPERANTO
for the remainder of his life. He was a gentle, sweet
soul and communicated to us with his huge MALVITO
eyes. I remember one day when Dave, who was riding
*ESPERANTO, and I were out riding in the hills.
*ESPERANTO was limping slightly in the right front, and
kept looking deeply at me with his big eyes, registering
distress. Dave jumped down and picked up the foot, and
found a big rock wedged in the frog. He removed it, and
we resumed our ride with *ESPERANTO showing nary a
trace of a limp. He was amazingly sound all his life, after
working hard for many years.

*ESPERANTO in 1993 returned to the Stanley Ranch in
Nevada, just in time to cover *GALAXIA SSB for
PICAZZO, and *IBERIA, who produced PASCION S. In *ESPERANTO passed away on New Year’s Eve 2006 at
the age of 23 due to complications from a surgery two
1996, we saw the arrival of ROSETT, RHUMMBA, and
years prior. He had 31 get and 84 grandget through
ROSE S R SWEET.
2006. Among his best known are the Classical Spanish
In 1997, we decided it would be a good idea to bank
stallions ALPHA DIEGO, SR RICO, OCHAVO, EL
some frozen semen from *ESPERANTO, who was by that ESPIRIT and the young WRADAR. Daughters include
time the only breeding grandson of MALVITO
SPANISH DREAM I, BANDEAU, LA ARMONIA,
worldwide. *ESPERANTO’s semen froze well, and Dr.
ESPOLETA, PASCION S, RHUMMBA, ROSE S R
Paul Mennick of Pacific International Genetics was able SWEET, ROSETT, VAQUERA, Anglo-Arabian
to get a good bank of straws over the course of the
VALENTINE, XX HISPANA and XX IZELLA.
next two months.
We now had a lovely assortment of *ESPERANTO
daughters. Herd sire son WRADAR was conceived in
spring of 2000, shortly before the news of the
possibility of SCID – not music to anyone’s ears –
became known. Unfortunately, *ESPERANTO came up as
a carrier, and it was confirmed on re-test. So, we
regretfully decided to cease all breeding to
*ESPERANTO, though we were lucky once again in that
all five of his daughters here were clear. These mares

We would like to thank Pezi Gadzer, WAHO Pedigree
Authority and Spanish Arabian expert, who urged us to
use MARMOL with CANTINERA II; Don Nicasio Garcia
Nieto, our very knowledgeable Spanish veterinarian; Ken
and Liz Bevry and Steve and Toni Werk, who stood
*ESPERANTO at their farms over the years and gave
him wonderful care.
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Wradar: Super Stallion
Hannah Wilkins
2/03/07
Anyone who has ever tried to reason with a stallion
agrees that, “You can tell a gelding, ask a mare, but you
must discuss it with a stallion.” And stallions come in all
shapes and sizes. Some are cuddly, but at the sight of a
mare go love-crazy. Others are all around ecstatic and
require skill to decipher the tricks to getting their
attention. I, for one, am fairly new to the Exciting
World of Stallions and am learning as I go along by
advice and trial and error. One stallion who is my
primary teacher is Wradar, a gorgeous bay hunk-of-ahorse. One look at him and the way he throws his head
allowing his thick mane to cascade through the breeze
is enough to make any mare go weak in the knees. Yet
it’s his striking character and sensible work ethic that
swept me off my feet. But his good looks and flowing
gaits are a major plus!

April 2007

painting from a historic book that represents the ideal
Spanish Arabian- glorious, athletic, and stunning.
Looking at his powerful carriage and subtle side-steps,
I stand in awe of his beauty.
I don’t know if I’ll ever again meet a stallion so
trustworthy and astonishing in is mannerisms and
movements. Wradar has got it all – and he knows it! I
can’t wait to take him to his first sport show because I
know all eyes will be on us. He’ll show the world just how
amazing Arabs can be. Whether he’s at work or out to
pasture, he’s a gentleman with pizzazz!

Ah Espana
By Kathy Kuehl

While everyone was busy with the Scottsdale Arabian
Horse Show in February, I dreamed of Spain.

I stumbled on a Budget Travel magazine that listed a
As with many stallions, they covet easily. Wradar loves great deal during the Spanish National Championships in
to work and ride and spend time with me so much that October, and figured that our devoted group should
when I get hung up with schoolwork for a week or so, he attend.
feels slighted and gets jealous. But every time I play
Budget Travel is offering a price of $1,549 for 10 nights
with him he takes his work seriously – and always finds
during travel from September 7-October 31. The show
a way to add excitement to the day. He is still learning
is October 6-7.
by leaps and bounds and has a tendency to get
frustrated at miscommunication. However, there are
The deal includes air travel from New York to Madrid,
times I have lunged him in a pasture next to a mare
which is about 1.5 hours from the show in Segovia. The
(who obsesses over him) and not a nicker escapes his
package includes three days in Madrid at the Sercotel
lips or an ear pricks in her direction. He knows that
Apartamentos, Togumar; two days in Seville at the Gran
when he’s with me I’m his number one girl. Don’t be
Hotel Lar; two days in Cordoba at the Occidental Hotel;
deceived, though, when he’s not on my time he fills the and three days in Malaga at the Larios Hotel. The
air with pick-up-lines that exclaim his love for his
package includes daily breakfast and transportation by
mares. I overly enjoy spending time with him as his
train between cities. There are other gateway cities
uplifting temperament makes me feel like nothing can
besides New York for a nominal fee, plus extra nights
get in our way.
for $38 and a single supplement from $500.
On top of this, he is absolutely gorgeous! He is the
epitome of the Arab stallion - resplendent in all he
does. As he trots he nearly floats above the ground
with his tail acting as a banner. He arches his muscular
neck and allows his Friesian-like mane to float about his
delicate head. When out at pasture, I’ll see him playing
with his buddies rearing, bucking, and doing his own
version of the Spanish walk. It’s as if he’s a living

Also, at www.go-today.com, I found that if we get a
group of 15 or more to go, we could get a special package
to travel to Madrid. Without the 15-person minimum,
the site offers a round-trip package from New York to
Madrid, for six nights at a hotel with continental
breakfasts for $799 plus tax ($120). The gateway cities
Continued on page 18
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range in price from $30 to $250, and include San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta, Seattle,
Phoenix, Cincinnati, Detroit, Dallas, Philadelphia,
Washington, Boston, and Baltimore.
Let’s partner up and attend the Spanish Nationals!
For further information or to reserve your spot contact
Kathy Kuehl at kjkuehl@sbcglobal.net
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Pure Bred Arabian horse, avid supporter of the
acceptance of the Spanish Arabian Stud-Book in 1972
by WAHO, and a member of the WAHO Executive
Committee Emeritus, a Founding Director of the
Spanish Breeders Association in 1974 ( A.E.C.C.A.), Don
Pedro is also a noted author , his most recent
contribution being in the elite edition of EL CABALLO
ESPAÑOL CON LOS REYES BORBONES.

His legislative activities included President of the
Interinsular Association in the Congresso de Diputados,
and his work towards preserving the black Mallorquin
horse aided in the recognition by the Jefatura de Crai
Sr. D. Pedro Salas Garau
Caballar and the formation of a Registry in 1989. These
In Memoriam
horses are descendants of the black Catalan horse (now
It is with great sorrow that we announce the passing of extinct), which arrived on the islands in the XIII
century as war mounts.
Excmº. Sr. D. Pedro Salas Garau, whose funeral took
place on the 14th February at the Parroquia of San
Don Pedro's contributions to the world of the Spanish
Pedro in Esporlas, Mallorca.
Arabian are far too long to list; his continual support and
Known for his life long support of the Spanish Arabian publicity has helped spread the knowledge of this rare
and elegant bloodline worldwide. Authoritarian, with a
horse and his extremely selective breeding program,
twinkle in his eyes and a constant look to the future, he
Don Pedro was probably best known among Spanish
will be missed. Our deepest sympathy and condolences
Arabian breeders for the extreme high quality of his
to his daughter Dona Marieta Salas Zaforteza and
breeding program and specifically for the incredible
family.
mare he bred, Abha Hamir, born at his Yeguada Ses
Rotes in the night of May 30, 1973. Don Pedro's
daughter, Marieta Salas Zafoteza, describes the event:
" as soon as the foal was born and we realized a very
special foal was in front of our eyes."
As a breeder of the Pura Raza Espanol since the early
60s, Don Pedro had had the occasion to visit Maria Paz
Murga's stud farm in Sevilla a few years later in 1965,
where he was taken with the three mares Garbi,
Hababora and Gayada. So much so that he purchased all
three and in so doing started looking for a Yeguada
Militar stallion to which to breed them. His choice was
Maquillo who unfortunately died before the mares could
be covered, so the Maquillo son Bambu was chosen as
the most qualified replacement. Garbi proved to be the
best producing mare and the birth of her filly Abha
Hamir proved to be the start of a dynasty which
continues today in the hands of his daughter Marieta at
her Ganaderia Ses Planes and known world wide as the
"Abha" Arabians. Abha means Salas in Arabic.
National and International Judge of the Pura Raza
Espanol and National and International Judge of the
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Report of the 1927 Commission to the
Orient to Purchase Arabian Stallions
and Mares
By Javier Naneti
Commandant of the Spanish Cavalry
Translated by Andrew K. Steen; edited by Rusty Cook

Part 2: The Commission’s Labors in Egypt

April 2007

Ali disappeared. Only Kemal el Dine keeps some
handsome Arabian examples in his stables at his splendid
palace.
In Egypt there is not a breeding center that is worthy
of such a name. Only isolated privately-owned yeguadas
and only a small number of these are dedicated at the
moment to the production of Arabians. Therefore an
established horse breeding industry does not exist,
except for the activity of a handful of individuals.
There are also a few Bedouins, normally inhabitants of
this city most of the time, who operate their own
stables. These make periodic excursions to the centers
of production outside the confines of Egypt, where they
occasionally import a few examples of different ages.
Generally these are one or two-year-olds. Later they are
sold to other racehorse owners, who independently
breed them or place them into training.
The Egyptian army, faced with the difficulty of buying
horses in large numbers, replaces its livestock losses in a
casual fashion. Each squadron can acquire the useful
examples that it needs, which are offered for sale,
directly from the funds of its budget. They normally pay
between 50 and 60 pounds for each horse. The police
often pay a higher price. Usually they buy their horses
from those that are culled from the racetracks.

For some years, the Egyptian government has been
worried about how to augment the production of its
equine livestock to alleviate these scarcities. For that
With this information, the Commission went to
reason, without being very selective, it has acquired a
Marseilles and embarked on the steamship ‘Canada’,
small number of Arabian stallions, which, for the most
which sailed to Alexandria, where we went ashore on
part, it has disseminated throughout the territory,
November 13, 1926. Our labors began the same day of
especially at its principle stallion depots in Cairo, Batin,
our arrival in that city. However, they did not provide
us with the results that we had anticipated, as almost all and Fayoun, all of which this Commission visited.
the equine livestock had been transferred to Cairo
The Egyptian State also maintains some English
during the months that the race season is celebrated.
Thoroughbred sires at those ‘Paradas’ (the Spanish term for
Therefore, to that city we traveled and made it the
stallion station). Figuring amongst them, are a much
center of our operations in Egypt.
esteemed son of Roi Herode and a brother of Irish King,
both of whom are stabled at the Depot in Santander.
Arabian Horse Production in Egypt
Lighthouse in the port of Alexandria

Unlike the olden days, there is little interest in the
production of quality Arabian horses in Egypt at the
present time. Lady Blunt, who owned some broodmares,
had transferred her stables to England, and at about
the same time the breeding farms of Prince Mohamed

Up to now, the Egyptian government’s efforts have not
achieved the results that it had anticipated. The mares
that are brought to be bred to those stallions are few
and of a varied type. Moreover, intervention by
zoological technology is nil. Because there is not any
selection of the mares, the production is predictably
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Jockey Club of Egypt’ whose president is Prince Osmar
Toussun. However, the principal duties of this
organization are regulated and directed by the English.
The race meets are celebrated during most of the year.
There are races established in three categories:
purebred Arabians, Thoroughbreds, and country-bred
horses. The Arabians are further separated from the
others, with respect to their size, into two distinct
groups.
Those that have a minimum height of 1.42 meters (approx.
14 hands), are segregated into one group, and the socalled ‘Arabian ponies’ into another, consisting of all
those individuals that do not reach that required height.
Citadel of Qaitbay in Alexandria harbor

mediocre. Only some good examples of ‘country-bred
horses’ have been obtained.
The privately-owned racing stables demonstrate more
interest in raising individuals that have been imported
than in production from existing livestock. Therefore,
those searching for quality Oriental horses in Egypt
discover a disagreeable surprise.
With the sole idea of obtaining from them the highest
income possible, the candidates for the track are
carefully fed and prepared for that goal. More
important than stamina and spirit is their ability to run.
This practice not only makes them lose their exceptional
physiological condition, but also alters their essence,
their morphology, their stride and way of going. Their
increased height and the changes caused by their
accelerated development can be seen in their being
(generally) too fine boned, and with poor legs.
It seems a bit strange to examine such a great number
of horses and find that only a few possess the qualities
necessary to become a good sire. Their absence in this
case did not provoke great optimism for our
Commission’s success. Consequently, only a few examples
could be noted that had all of the obligatory
prerequisites to suit this Commission’s objectives.
Horse Racing in Egypt
At the present time racing trials have an extraordinary
importance in Egypt. There is a committee called ‘The

Both of these categories are then subdivided into three
different classes (first, second, and third). The third
class is for horses that are destined to be participants,
but do not have the right to be included in the second
class until they have won a predetermined number of
races. Likewise, in order to pass to the first class they
must be victorious in a like number of races in the
second category. The most important trials are
disputed between the horses of the first group.
The board of directors of the Jockey Club is
empowered to name special committees that determine
in which class an individual horse must run, keeping in
mind that the regulations of the races must also qualify
as to the height and conformation of the animal. Their
judgment cannot be appealed.
Once a horse in classified, it is issued a certificate with
which it can be admitted to the races. However, to a
potential buyer that document cannot serve as a
guarantee of a stallion’s purity of breeding, since there
is not a great deal of care taken to examine the origin of
the individuals that are classified. Therefore, there is
always a small chance for error.
The trials are held from November to March in Cairo,
and during the summer from April to September in
Alexandria, on each Saturday and Sunday. In each meet
there are seven races, almost all of which are between
Arabian horses. There is only one race for
Thoroughbreds each week, and one for country-bred
horses every three weeks.
Continued on page 22
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The prize money during the annual season reaches a
total of 2,000,000 pesetas, oscillating between 3,000
and 30,000 pesetas depending upon the amount that is
wagered in each race.
In Egypt, there are three racetracks, two in Cairo
(Heliópolis and Gezira) and one in Alexandria (Sporting
Club). This last mentioned is the best and the largest in
the country with two tracks, one of sand for training
and the other of turf for the official races.

April 2007

stalls to rest until four in the afternoon. Care is taken
to see that no one bothers or disturbs the animal’s rest.
At that hour they are once again led out of their stalls
and mounted bareback by their grooms, who ride them
for a bath in the sand, permitting the animals to roll.
Returned to the stables at four-thirty, they are again
given the verxin. Then after a quarter hour, they are
given more water, followed fifteen minutes later with
their last and most ample ration of wheat. Then they are
left in their stalls until the following day.
During our stay in Cairo, we went daily to the track to
watch the training and activity around the grounds.
Thanks to the courtesy of the owners, we visited almost
all the horses at their stalls, examining more than 300
Arabians in all.
Stables of Mr. Mathosian

Horse racing in Alexandria

Apart from these tracks, there are a good number of
exercise fields where each day the trainers submit the
horses under their care to a methodical workout and
conditioning.
Each stable (or at the most two stables) counts on a
knowledgeable and well-paid trainer, who has at his
disposal jockeys and other necessary specialized
personnel. Among the first mentioned are the Spaniards
Garcia and Jiménez. Likewise, some of the Sudanese
assistants that they employ are very well qualified. The
hygienic care that the racehorses receive is excellent.
Generally, the following method of conditioning is
carried out. Between five and six in the morning the
horses are fed their ration of Egyptian wheat (hebba).
Then they are taken out to be exercised in the field
until nine o’clock. Once they are returned from their
workout, they are fed a ration of ‘manojos de verxin’, a
type of alfalfa that is somewhat bitter, which excites
their appetite. A quarter hour later, they are watered.
Then at ten in the morning they are given a second
ration of wheat, in larger quantity than the first
feeding. Afterwards, they are taken to their individual

We were shown twenty horses at this stable, which is
the most important that is located at the track at
Matherie. Its trainer, Mr. Simón, is a knowledgeable
man in questions of hippology. He knows perfectly the
techniques of his occupation and has some truly
distinguished examples under his care.
The one that captured our attention the most was a
dark grey three-year-old that stood 1.50 meters, whose
name we were not told. However, his tendons were less
than exceptional.
Another named Mandarin was a proud chestnut, a sixyear-old who stood 1.46 meters tall, measured 1.60
meters in the girth, and possessed an extraordinary
robustness. Owned by Madame Mathosian, he was
classified as a crack favorite (an English expression). He was
the brother of the horse called Djin that we had seen
during our visit to the French stallion depot at Pau.
\

During his inspection, we observed that he had lesions
on his front legs from a fall, which impeded him from
taking part in the races. According to his trainer, the
accident had occurred when he came down the ramp
from the train wagon following his journey from
Alexandria, an explanation that we accepted for the
moment, not being permitted a more scrupulous
inspection. We considered him as a possible candidate,
and made notes to look at him again upon our return
Continued on page 24
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from Syria. However, during our second visit to Egypt,
he was carefully re-examined. Apart from our previous
observations, he seemed chronically strained in his
shoulder. We regarded these lesions to be too serious,
and he was therefore eliminated from further
consideration.
Another of the examples examined at this stable was
the well-known Batin. Also a chestnut, he was a fouryear-old that stood 1.56 meters. Although he was
somewhat weak in the legs, he nevertheless had a
beautiful head, extraordinary beauty, and good origin.
He was placed on our list as a possible candidate for
purchase, to be re-considered at a later date, although
without great optimism.
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stood 1.43 meters.
Stables of Ispak Pacha Husenis
Among the eighteen horses that we saw, the best was
Ismet, a seven-year-old chestnut with four white
stockings. However, neither he nor the previously cited
individual were worthy of considering as part of our
purchase.
Stables of Mr. Ibist

Installed at the hippodrome at Matherie, this stable is
one of Egypt’s largest and most important operations.
Among the horses we were shown, that we noted as
being distinguished, was Schirini. He was a dapple grey
seven-years-old who had good Oriental type. However,
Stables of the King of Egypt
he was defective in the withers, had swollen knees, and
imperfect tendons. A stallion named Aeroplane was
In comparison with the other stables that we saw, none
equally good, particularly his head and neck.
were equal to those owned by His Majesty King Fuard I.
Unfortunately, he was long in the back and lacked a good
Although he does not have many horses, among those
croup. Both horses were rejected because of those
that we were shown was Derra, one of the best stallions defects.
in Egypt. We already knew him because we had seen him
previously at the training grounds. A grey six-year-old, Stables of the Bedouin Al Effendi-Havas
his legs were perfect. His proud temperament and
harmony were remarkably Oriental. Only his neck was a This is an involved horseman who is the owner of a good
little short, a distinction that distracts from the rest of number of examples. Exceptional amongst them was the
‘Arabian pony’ named Gandour, a rose grey three-yearhis appearance.
old of small stature. Nevertheless, he could not be
We inscribed him in our notebooks as very good and
considered extraordinary.
decided to attempt to buy him upon our return to Egypt,
Stables of Sheik Touzan el Sabek
if the necessary arrangements could be made.
The Secretary of our Embassy, Mr. Garcia Olay,
gallantly offered to personally make the proposal to His
Majesty. He was informed that the stallion was not for
sale, although they added that, in the event that he
would be sent to the personal stables of our King
[Alfonso XIII], only then would he be with much
pleasure, presented as a gift.

Not having authorization to accept such a proposal, we
desisted in our efforts to buy the animal in question.
The remainder of the horses at that stables were not
worthy of special mention.
Stables of Mirza Bey
Here we saw twenty horses, the most distinguished
being a grey two-year-old colt named Gharbounur who

We were shown twenty horses, only two of which were
of any value. For their well-constructed bodies, we
noted two horses. Bahr an eight-year-old standing 1.45
meters tall, who had a lightly convex profile, and the
daughter of a mare named Meidi, a flea-bitten grey who
stood 1.44 meters. However, in no way did the first
mentioned posses the necessary requirements to become
a good sire.
Stables of Sheik Mohamed Moutlak
The owner was of Bedouin origin like the owner of the
previously mention stables, and he normally owns about
twenty-eight horses. Amidst his examples were two
mares named Gaieda and Radia that took part in the
races. The latter was worthy of singular attention for
her strong conformation. She failed to totally convince
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us, however, because of her lack of muscle tone.
Stables of Mr. Fergusson
Of English nationality, the owner has operated racing
stables for many years, first in England, later in
Argentina, and finally in Egypt, where thanks to his
great experience in this occupation, he has obtained
important prizes and profits. His stables have a good
number of horses, forty-five in all. Among them is a
mare that is considered to be the best in all of the
territory. Known as El Ward, she was the winner of the
country’s greatest prizes. Nevertheless, upon close
examination, these distinguished examples did not
completely satisfy the Commission. Although their
physical condition responds perfectly to the tasks for
which they are destined, and their enlarged bodies
denoted their excellent training towards obtaining
greater velocity, in our opinion none possessed the
qualities of spirit and stamina of a model Arabian.
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of his ancestors contained the mixed blood of an English
thoroughbred, thus annulling the Commission’s desire to
purchase him.
Stables of Prince Lutfalla
In this stable only the stallion Nasr is a worthy
representative of the breed. He is considered as the
second ‘crack’ among the Arabian ponies and the best of
those we saw that were esteemed for their velocity.
The remainder of the horses that we were shown at this
stable are remembered only for their vulgar appearance.

Additionally, we indicated Romani, Petit Gris, and
Carrecú in our notebooks as being good individuals from
this stable.
Stables of Mr. Digbi
Nasr (Rabdan el Azrak x *Bint Yamama) was imported to the USA in
The English owner kindly showed us his twenty-six
1932 by W.R. Brown, registered #889 in the AHCR. Although
horses stalled at the hippodrome of Heliópolis. The
classified as a ‘pony’ in Egypt (under 14 hands), the catalog from
majority of these were mediocre, with the exception of
Brown’s Maynesboro Stud, lists *Nasr as being 15 hands. One of his
Radio, a dapple grey six-year-old, who stood 1.50 meters sons, Bandos, was bought by Wendell Robie and became a famous sire
of Tevis Cup Race endurance horses, many being partbreds, with
tall and measured 1.65 in the girth. He was a robust
upwards of twenty get successfully completing that grueling test.
stallion, noteworthy for his superior conformation.
However, during his inspection we observed that he had Stables of Mr. Lanford
tendonitis in both front legs, a condition that was
This group consisted of eighteen horses, the best among
undoubtedly caused by the strenuous work on these
them being Namur. He was a grey six-year-old,
hard tracks.
somewhat long in the back and high-off-the-ground, and
The Commission liked him and thought that he might be Saddord, a grey four-year-old, with an excessively thick
useful for our mission. His owner showed us his
neck and rather sharp lines.
certificate from the Jockey Club that classified him as
Stables of M. Schaul Effendi
a purebred Arabian. However, that document did not
completely satisfy our requirements. Therefore, we
Owns seventeen truly vulgar-looking horses .
suspended our negations to buy him until we were
supplied proof and could confirm the authenticity of his
Stables of Mr. Nassar
origins, which according to his owner was a Syrian tribe.

Showed us eight horses, none of which we were
Unfortunately our fears about his purity were not
interested in buying.
without foundation, because the stallion had arrived to
Continued on page 26
Egypt from the Island of Cyprus. It turned out that one
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Later we were shown mares of ages ten, seven, five, and
one-and-a-half, all possessing surprising uniformity.
We examined fifteen horses, none of which were worthy Deserving special mention was a one-year-old filly who
was a robust example with well-planted ears, and
of special mention.
another six-month-old whose conformation assured that
Stables of Abd-el-Choucri
in the future she will be an proud example of the breed.
Stables of Mr. Bird

Had eight horses that could be classified with those
cited directly above.
Stables of Mekali Hage
We saw at this location fifteen horses, none possessing
merits worthy of mentioning in our notebooks.
Stables of Prince Kemal el Dine
These horses are absolutely different from all of those
previously mentioned. For the visitors they constitute a
delicate field of study. The present Prince, like all of
his ancestors for more than 400 years, has painstakingly
conserved to an extraordinary degree the pureness of
his magnificent Arabian examples of the Saglaoui family.
[Where Commandant Naneti obtained his information was not
disclosed, however such comments indicate that his investigation of
the history of the Arabian was rather superficial.]

Unlike all the other stables in Egypt, none of the
individuals kept at this facility take part in the races.
Consequently, because they have been given the
opportunity to develop properly, they have conserved
the traits of the Arabian horse. However, since their
lives are far from rustic, their legs are weak from lack
of sufficient exercise.
Immediately aware of the superiority of these horses,
the Commission recognized that the acquisition of some
of them would enhance our breeding program in Spain.
Therefore we decided to attempt to buy several
individuals. Unfortunately, our hopes to obtain them
crashed before the Prince, who under no circumstance
wanted to break the tradition of not letting any leave
alive from his palace, not even a single example.

Fourteen other stables were visited, among them two
owned by Bedouins coming from tribes in Syria. In each
a few examples of some merit were found. However,
The inspection of these individuals was so agreeable
that it will be difficult for us to forget. Their types are avoid that this narrative become monotonous, they are
not mentioned in detail.
so well defined, their characteristics so identically
marked and alike, that one could not hope to encounter Considerations on the Arabian Horse in Egypt
better examples of the breed. So severe is their
selection that some individuals are even sacrificed, so
The first thing that surprised the Commission when it
that they do not appear on the market, according to the examined the Arabian horses of Egypt was their large
information kindly supplied by their owner. As a result
number. Of the over six hundred horses that
of such discriminating selection their typical
participate in the races, four-fifths are classified as
characteristics have created a homogeneous group of
Arabians. Nevertheless, their quality does not
horses that is worthy of all acclamation.
correspond at all with their quantity. It would seem
that among such abundance one would encounter a good
The Prince also owns an eight-year-old stallion, a grey of number of irreproachable models of the breed; however,
pure origin and class, whose only faults are that he is
that is not the case.
somewhat narrow in the girth and a little long in the
back. He is the progenitor of all the other individuals.
Certainly among that multitude one comes across many
Another named Kawkab was a rose-grey colt of three
good examples worthy of consideration. However, when
years who had an extraordinary correctness of lines. He they are treated individually, only on rare occasions does
markedly exemplified the special characteristics of a
a person hoping to buy a sire have the impression of
purebred Arabian. There was also a third stallion of
finding one with all the necessary prerequisites.
identical bloodlines, but of less class when considered
side-by-side with the first two.
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While it is true that in Egypt there are horses that have
been imported from various origins (from Jordan, from
the Hauran, the Sinai, from Bagdad) in each one of
these locations, by the action of middlemen, these
Arabians have suffered modifications in their individual
characteristics, making it difficult to differentiate the
purebreds from those of mixed breeding. They all have
many traits of the pure race, which disguise their
individuality. However, it is no less certain which among
them are of authentic and pure origin. One finds a great
number of un-pure examples, which sometimes manage
to become confused with the purebreds. Therefore, the
*H.H. Mohamed Ali’s Hamama (AHR*887) was sired by Kawkab. She
purchaser of stallions must be vigilant and strict in the
was exported to the US by W. R. Brown in 1932 At the 1933 National
Arabian Show, she was Reserve Champion in the Three-gaited Stallion, methods that he uses to determine the origin of the
Mare, or Gelding class of 13, and third in a championship class of 12 livestock that he acquires.
mares in halter. *Hamama was National Champion Mare and second in
the three-gaited saddle class at the National Arabian Show of 1934.
She was owned at that time by General Dickinson’s Travelers Rest
Farm. Under saddle she was never defeated except by stallions.

Among all the Arabian horses of Egypt, without a doubt
some of the best examples are those derived from the
Anaze tribe, which is truly the essence of the Arabian
breed. Among those that the Commission selected were
There is a lack of selection prior to their importation
and a great variety of types used in the race trials. The Derra, El Ward, and Mandarin. Also belonging to this
trials are held at relatively short distances (from 1,000 elite group are all the horses at the farm of Prince
Kemal el Dine. Only one other horse that was foaled in
to 1,400 meters). Together with the frequent
Egypt, by the name Batin, could be included in this
importations, this does not permit the selection of the
few distinguished horses. All these factors contribute category, although in truth he was more beautiful than
he was well-built.
to an excessive number of animals, whose inspection
becomes tiring to the point of being disconcerting.
Among all the Arabian horses of Egypt, without a doubt
some of the best examples are those derived from the
Because their selection has little to do with zoological
Anaze tribe, which is truly the essence of the Arabian
principal, a stallion, be he good or bad, must end the
breed. Among those that the Commission selected were
season being financially profitable for his owners.
Because of the previously explained circumstances, the Derra, El Ward, and Mandarin. Also belonging to this
racetrack tests in Egypt do not accomplish their desired elite group are all the horses at the farm of Prince
Kemal el Dine. Only one other horse that was foaled in
aims.
Egypt, by the name Batin, could be included in this
Only after having examined a great number of horses
category, although in truth he was more beautiful than
can one find something worthy of remembering.
he was well-built.
Consequently their racing accomplishments are an
None of those mentioned above could be bought, for
improper means of evaluation, and is of little effective
reasons beyond the control of the Commission, which
value.
have now been expressed. However, that does not mean
We must mention that a good part of the so-called
to exclude the possibility that sometime in the future
purebred Arabians in Egypt, are not. Rather they are of Spain might be fortunate enough to import from Egypt
mixed-breeds, containing a percentage of blood that is some purebred Arabian stallions that would be worthy of
more or less that of the authentic Anaez Arabian,
admiration.
despite having been classified as purebreds by the
To be continued in the next edition of Que Pasa . . .
Commissions of the Jockey Club.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE: Spanish Related Mares. Pure and
Partbred. Bloodlines include Malvito, Zancudo,
Bambu, Garbo. Also *Zurhama and *Barich de
Washoe sire lines. *Nilo/*Ushara, *Barich/
*Liata de Washoe dam lines. For pedigrees and
other details call or write: Alhambra Arabians,
4750 Evergreen Av., Wisconsin Rapids, WI
54494, Ph: (715)325-3984, Also Stallion
Service. No A.I. at this time.
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